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This invention relates to fender guards 1ent invention mounted thereon, said bump 55
for automobiles and particularly pertains to ers being of the loop type.
means for guarding and protecting the wheel
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary view in `’plan simi- ~' i
lar to Fig. 4 showing the same genera-1 type
fenders of al1-automobile.
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_In the use `«of automobiles, vit has been
found desirable to provide means such as
bumpers for protecting the forward and rear
endsof the vehicle in the event that it col

of fender guard formed with a hook on th
terminating endv of its loop.
f
~

lides with another object. Due to the fact of an automobile main frame which are sup
that it is now common practice to mount' ported upon an automobile rear axle 12 by
either a trunk rack or a tire carrier at the rear springs 13. Carried at the opposite ends of
of the vehicle frame, it is desirable to pro the axle are wheels 14 which are fitted with
vide some means for accommodating these ac mud guards or fenders 15. These fenders
cessories and Aat the same time to afford ade may be of any preferred design, >and as is
quate protection forV the fenders of the've customary, they will extend over and rear
.
i
wardly of the wheel.
It is the principal object of the present in
It very often occurs that in‘traíïic the fend
vention, therefore, to provide- a- pair of ers ofy automobiles are crushed in collision,
bumper tips which will 'project from the and that the usual form of bumpersextend

hicle in the case of collision.
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Referring more particularly to the draw
ings, 10 and 11 indicate the side members

70

rear of the automobile frame and overhang ing across the> rear of 'the vehicle and'over
the rear fenders in a manner to protect them

hanging the fenders do not afford adequate 75»

from collision either from the rear, sides, or protection to the fenders. With this idea lin
obliquely from 'the front, said bumper tips View, the fender guards 16 havebeen pro- ~
being especially designed in a manner to in vided.
25 sure that they ma be easily mounted upon
The simple form of guard shown in Fig.
the vehicle main rame and rigidly secured 2 comprises a mounting arm 17 which` may v80'V
in position.
.
' be secured to the side of one'pf‘tlfe'frame
30

The present invention contemplates the members 10 and 11 by U-bolts or hook; bolts
use of a pair of bumper tips or horns sepa generally indicated at `18. The continua- ' '
rately secured to the side frame> members of tions of the brackets are outwardlyI curved

`the vehicle and extending outwardly there to form horizontally extending impact sec

from, and thereafter extending forwardly tions 19. These sections terminate in fender
35
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along the outer sides of they vehicle rear guard extensions 20, which are substantially
fenders in. a manner to interpose a ard be parallel to the brackets 17 and form a U
tween said fenders and an object wlth which shaped fender guard, one leg of which is fasit might collide.
'
tened to the frame and the other le of
' The present invention is illustrated by way which extends along the outer lside »o the `

of example in the accompanying drawings,

fender 14.

»

Attention _is called to the fact that in the
Fig. 1 is a fragmentary view in side ele-4 present instance the stock from which _the

in which:
40

ß

vation of the rear end of an automobile fender guards are made is of a width con 95
showing one of its rear wheels, a 'fender siderably in excess of the width of ordinary
45

therefor, and -a fenderl guard carried by one bumper tips or bumpers, this stock having
_of the side frame members of the vehicle.
been selected for, its vertical rigidity and
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary view in plan show also so that its dimensions will permit the
in

a simple form of the invention as a -

fender guards to be universally adapted to

100

lled to the rear end. of an automobi e the frame horns of various designs of auto
rame.

50

mobiles without a variation in design for the

Fig. 3 is another form of the invention asy different makes of cars, it being understood

-shown in Fig. 1 with additional protecting that at the present time the variations in

means for the‘fenders.
frame horns make it necessary for narrow 105
Fi . 4 is a fragmentary View in lan show stock fenders to be sha ed so that they may
ing t e rear end ofan _automo ile frame be. securely fitted and astened to -the diiïer

with a pair of bumpers embodying the presa` ent makes of frames. By the usa-however,
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of the wide stock material, as‘clearly indi wish it understood that'vario‘us changes may
cated in Fig. l, it is possible to easily apply be made in its construction without depart
fender guards of this type to a number of ing from the spirit of the invention as de
.
fined in the appended claims.
In the form of the invention 'shown in
Having thus described my invention, what
Fig. 3, the outer extension of the fenderl I claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat
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with an inwardly curved hooked portion 22
l. In combination with. an automobile
which occurs at the outer terminal of the frame and wheel fenders carried thereby, a

50

makes of automobiles,

guard generally indicated at 21, is’v formed ent is:

bar or plate from which the guard is made. fender guard of U-shaped design, one leg of
This formation insures that collision with which is adapted to be fastened to the side
an object striking obliquely from in front, bar of the automobile main frame, and the
as in the direction of the arrow --a-~ as in other leg of which extends along the outer
dicated in Fig. 3, will prevent the curled face of the fender, said last named leg termi
edge of the fender l5 from being caught and nating in an inturned hook Iextending around
will ward off the blow.
- - the outer marginal flange of a fender.
In the forms of the invention shown in
2. In combination with an automobile
F igs.` 4 and 5, the same general design of main frame and the wheel fenders-carried
20
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fender is followed as previously described thereby, a‘fender guard comprising an im

in Figs. 2 and 3, with the exception that the pact section extending horizontally and being
fenders are-of the loop type.
positioned transversely and in the rear of a
In the .form of the invention shown in fender, means formed at one end thereof for

Fig. il, which agrees in design with that securing said impact member to the frame
previously described in Fig. 2, the. bar from of the vehicle in the aforesaid position,
which the fender guard is made is bent upon means formedon the opposite end thereof
itself to form a loop extending alongside of for extending alongside the outer face of the
the fender and substantially parallel to the fender to guard the same, and means formed

65

side rear of the main frame._ The continua at the end of said last named section for 70

30

tions of this loop portion extend substantial hooking around the outer marginal flange of
ly at right angles thereto and are then the fender.
'

curved so that their terminal portions lie
3. In combination with an automobile
parallel to each other and may be bolted or frame, a wheel fender carried thereby, a
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otherwise fastened against the side face of fender guard of U-shaped design, one leg of 75
the vehicle frame.
which is adapted to be fastened to the side
In the form of invention shown in Fig. bar of an automobile main frame and the
5, which 'agrees with the design previously other leg of which is adapted to extend for~

disclosed in Fig. 8, the loop is carried for wardly along the outer face of the fender
wardly and turned inwardly so that- the end and terminate in a free end at a, point in
of the loop hooks around and in front of' the advance of the outer marginal edge of the
curl on the fender guard.
wheel fender for the protection of the same.
While I have shown the preferred form
of my inventionas now known to me, I
RoLLin B. FAGEoL. f
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